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2. Develop a practical method for the estima-
tion of bending moments in box-beam bridges 
l ' by the use of· cros9-sectional deflections •. 
To experimentally verify the proposed method,·test 
results from seventeen small·scale (]/16) Plexiglas box-beam 
,!, 
bridge mode_ls . are reported. Details -of the fabrication, i·n-
strumentation arid testing· of the model~_, .. can be found in Ref. 9. 
In.particular, it.should be noted that these seventeen Plexiglas 
n1oclQls were tested t.111dcr static ve11icular loads, using the cree11 
• 
1An analysis of the experimental results and a ·prt>posed ·· 
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Vct"lues exl1ibit good agreement :with the. rilodel . test:· results. The 
' .... , 
.cont11 ibution of· curbs and parapets. to: the flexural stiffness of 
t11e bridge was taken in·~o account in the· analysis .. l'he-influ-
. . 
e·nces on· the corr_elation between bending moments and cross-sec-·. 
t.ional deflections· due to curbs' p~rapets' diaphragms' size and 
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ments in one existing bridge • The estimated values were found. 
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of this investigation~ it is believed that the use of measured 
deflections, along·with the geometric properties of the cross-
.. 
section, may enable an eco11omical and accurate estimation of· 
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. l. -1 B ac1<<.!l"'OU.nd - .. ·, 
.... 
.. 
Bridge stt'uctures .form one· of the most important .com-
· ·ponents of mode~n. highway ·systems. 
. ·-
Over the past fifteen years, 
. ' . 
. : ."·( 
' 
. . ' . , . . 
many new concepts _have _been introduced in t~e area of brid{e de-_ 
~:-···-~--~~~~-.•.•..• _-_-·~.--~. ~--~ ...... ~.-~-:.-:-·'""""'_ ·---·-·:.,,__,__~---·=·· =· . '?', ··c----~~~~;.-~_g~]=J..:~~-··.~---···QI1.~ ___ 9f __ ._ .t.h.e ... -~IDQ-~J~-~--r.e=~ell-=t_-__ con_cept~-c.W.~~ _. the-·--;~l~~ign-~~£.:~-~b=--e=am=,=~=_=-_--_=·_=~=ea·-___ =_. -_-_-:_-::=_-~_.=-·-~'=-·-------.-..• -_ -
. . 
. 
slab bridges utilizing precast, pre stressed fOncrete box. beams, 
. 
. 




conc1"'ete slab. · The curbs. and parapets are also cast in place, 
\ \. :/· 
.:..:....v_. ---------'--.......,------u-~_----1_·ng. reinforc-7-ng b·ars in the co1m_e_ction with the slab. In. ---------




. ' .. --~- . 
br~dges of this type constructed in Pennsylvania, the beams are 
qesigned according to the p1"'ovisions set forth; in the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Highways· 13ridge Division Standards ST"."9200 
through S·T-208.'13 These provisions closely parallel those 
covering the design. of' longitudinal beams as set forth ·in the 
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Object and Scop·e 
Recently i _~1±:~_Ji~_lQ.: __ ~i~ts of several in-s~rv~ce high-
' I,-.... 
. . " 
,., ... ' •·-··········· ----- .----· --'--~--------··· ~--·-····· - - -··· 
. ' 
: t\lay bridges l1a.ve .establisl1ed tl1e fact that the actual distribu-
. tion of maximum vehicular loads: to .the beams is no·t ,in .line 
. . 
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' --~ .. 
stl'1ai11 gages ·attached :·to .tli.e s_upersf"tructure a·t selected ldca-. 
tio11s were used to evaluate t11e load: dis_tribution_.; 
I) . 
. To approac11 tl1e evaluatio11 in· a different way, .. this 
-_ invQstigution is di1"ec·ted toward ·tl)e possible 'COrrelatio11 of th.e .-
.... ~ 
f : 
. ' transverse disJ:r~_l:>ui:~9n of benping moment in the longitudinal· - · 
"- - --- '.' '-~:~-. - - - ·.. ·.:. -
- -- ' -
• . I 
• 
. ·. ·beams ~ith the cross-sectional deflections. The principal· ad-
.. ·-· Jo . • 
'··, . '. .. 
. I 
- . .1··- ,·. 
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-.. -., ......... , .. 1,,·, ... · ......... · .. = ·-·-
,' ·. · iendi8g· moments is that there a.re conSiderably fewer probl_ems 
J J 
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equipme;nt than with strain gage recording. equipmen.t. ·. Equally 
' impo1~tant is the fact that the deflections are a. ~-o~_m_o_f_a_n _____ ~--
integrated response of the entire structure; while the fiber 
• 
strains, are-- of a more local nature, and greatly affected by 
I 
• 
singularitie·s in th~ immediate v~cinity o.f the strain measure-
ment. If a fine correlation between the bending moments and 
deflections can be. found, the __ primary -use of. deflections in 
.. 
· field studies and laboratory· work could result in mo~e ·econom-
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· -~-Jh~--$~µ.g_y presented ·i~ __ this_re:g_ort_is~ . ..w.rt _ _0_f_ft~----· 
research work conducted under the Fritz Laboratory Project 322, 
e-ntitled "A Stru~tural Model Study of Load Distribution iJ.?, High-· 
. . 
. way Bridges". The primary ~bjective of the overall project. is 
\ ~~ . 
. . 
the. investigation of static live load distribution in prestressed 
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respectively,. a .systematic series of seventeen small .scale (1Jfl6). 
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----. · . - nssenililed and tested. - .compariso11s of -the dis·tributions of' exper-
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tions and with est~mated distr1butions of bending moments are given_ 
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in this report. In addition, the influence of curbs, parapets, 
·. size al1d spacing of beams, and thickness of slab, on the corre-
. . . . . . 
iation betweep bending moments, and cross-sectional defiections, : ...... · 
. ,- ·!' •. . f - • .' • 
. . . 
· · is discussed in detail. 1' ' ... ·,; ',' .· . 
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prestres~ed concrete .box-beam bridges. · In particular, ·relatively 
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't"7US' observed in ·Ref. '12,, wl1ere it was concluded that the bendipg 
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mome11ts .and the deflections in the beams a_~e not· p-roportional as , 
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determined fron1 field test ·results. ·It was also pointed out in 
Ref. 11 that there is a considerable discrep·ancy between the 
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of the-assumptions in the theory will be examined . 
.. The Guyon-Massari.net method6 is; based on the following 
two main assumptions: 
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- ···-·- - . . __ .. __ ... - . 
1. That a constant stiffness exists in 
' . 
. .. ;,• both the longitudinal and transverse 
directions. In other words, the effectt 
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It is a fact. that most of the · existing prestresse ..d con-
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crete bridges have ·curbs and parapets. Test results have shown 
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tl1at· some composite action. exi$ts· between curbs and beams, and . . '.-: :1 . , • ~'' ' . . • . " - ' ~ > - f 
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-· · In addition, there is ·a substantial difference between 
. load varying along the __ bridge. This, difference is one of the . 
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reasons ~or the disagreement between the theoretical distribu-
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. tion coefficients for bending moments and experimentally deter-
mi~ed Values. Finally, the assumption of Poisson's( ratio equal 
•. ; .1 
to zero is another source of error ·in the method under discussion. · · . 
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Furth~rmore, it is believed ·that it is .not adequate 
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-~cc·ording ·to t11e geome·try of the cross-section, th.e 
n1odels can be separated· into two groups.: · . one g,iflloup of models 
\'1i thout curbs a~d parapets, ·~nd th~ other with curbs and pa;a-
' pets.. Within each group, bridges. can again be divided into · 
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'bean1s 4 feet ·,vide and 39 inches deep. An elevation • view of the 
Fig. of all basic and t11e 2, arrangement • 19 • given 
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• • cross-seci:ions of models • in shown Fig. 3 • • 1S 
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Electrical wire-resistance st~ain gages~were mounted 
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4. TEST RESULTS . . 
. .• l 4.1 Presentation of Test Results 
4.1~1, ·Experimental Moment Percentages 
- . --·---· ·- ·- - ----- -- ---- ---- -- --
_____ _r_n _ this study·, the moment· perc_entage . fo~ ___ a ___ sp.ecific 
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section. The experiment.al bending moments were calculated from 
stress blocks obtained from the measured strains in-each beam. 
The exterior beams were analyzed as acting compositely . . . 
· .. / 
-·---------- -·-··-------··- ------------ -- ~-----
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wi tl1 the slab, curbs, and parapets whenever they were present. 
Thus, the bending moments contributed by ·the individual slab, 
curbs, and parapets we~e taken int·o account in the calculations· 
of the experimental·mo~ent percentages for all of .the-beams. 
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Through the use of· a GE· 225 ~digital computer with a rather .com- ·. ~ .• . 
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tion ·of this· computer p~ogram can be found in Ref. 9~ 
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The experimental moment .percentages for all beams 
.. , 
l' 
with the load on lanes 1, 2, and 3 are presentea ~n table form • 
. . 
Tables 3, 4-, 5, ·6., 15, and 16 contain experimental moment per-
"' I , 
centages at. ~ection 1 · .. (nominal m~ximum · n1oment) ··for the models· 
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· with four .. q. ft. x 39 in. (4 x 39) box beams; Tables 7, 8, 9, and 
10 present similar values for models with four 4- x 30· box beams ; 
and Tables 11, 12, 13, and 14 correspond . to the bridge models 
with four 3 x 42 box beams. Furthermore, the results for the 
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two values was used to represent the mid-width deflection of 
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of all of the beams at a given section. · 
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Values of deflection percentages and .rotation per-
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· ... :~:-··_ .. : ---::.:.:. centages · at Section 1 in the model tests are listed in Tables 2 
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through 18. 
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curbs and parapet pieces were bolted to the slab and to thecricurb,,,-, 
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respectiyely, the measured s·trains at the top surface of the par-
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to full linear strain variation. ~ possible reason for this • ._ l 
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6 • .: • :· -:··: -~. ~ : ' I deviation is mainly that the connection between curbs and -para---~~;::: __ ~T·:,i~:-{ __ -:·~--- - j 1 
pets was not strong . enough to develop full composite action. 
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box beams and curbs. However, the experimental strain distribu-
·tion · obtained from model tests demonstrated that full composite 
action was dev~loped in the interior beam-slab units, and in the 
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exterior beams between the beam-slab unit and the curb. 
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Several strain readings were taken to investigate 
·-· t.h~·,strain distribµtion :in the top .surface of the slab. The -
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. . longitµdinal slab. strains, although found to be in the same 
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vertical linear variation· with the strains in the corresponding 
beams, were found to depart somewhat from the linear variation - ., · 
· · in the transverse direction. 
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i ---- --- · ,-~---in-- .-the--exteri.or beams were--inel-i-ned- for the- load -on--any lane, ' • J _.. -7~7-,·----7'"---. :·--· - ·----···----... - ·1 . . ., . . i 
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axes, which was ·less than· 15° in all cases, did not produce an , 
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. appreciable effect in the calculation of_ the·bending moment M, 
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· · r.,.. 2 .3 Correlation Between Rotation and Moment Percentag_es 
From the test results presented, it can be seen that 
the transverse rotation of. the beams was very small, and that 
the range of absolute rotations m1der vehicular load varied from 
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A (the ratio of experimental moment percentage to deflection per-
. -
·_- .. _.:-, centage) against rotation percentages_ are ~~~~ ___ fn __ Figs. 20, -~:(__,_~_·· ·-.···.-. 
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A.common .. characteristic was observed. Iii each figure, .·. ,·.·-·::<.· .-•. 1 . . 
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loading lanes. These figures indica~e that the values of A were 
insensitive to rotation of the b€ams when the load was on the 
. -same half of the roadway.· . The variation. of A. increased consid- .·-.-
- erably.when the load was on the other half.of the roadw~y. It 
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was also,.!Qpserved that the rotation percen1:ages decreased appre- . · '. '· .. '~I-. --
. ~---t 
ciaQly when the load was moved. from lane q. to lane 5 • 
As a consequence of these observations, it is .believed 
~hat the rotations of the· beam .cross-sections do not bear any 
primary relationship with ·the bending moment distributions •.. ;· In 
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other words, ·no simple correiition ·was found between moment pe-r--~~~-~ __ ..... ::;,~--~--~: __ C~-;'-:-
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. . .. -· ... test Section 1 are compared with the deflection pe~centages in 
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Figures 8, 9, and 10 · show a . typical comparison of the) · ~--_-~-~~r . · · 
experimental moment percentages and deflection~ percentages for -... -··:· ... ·:·.: ··-·- .· 
Case (O,O,O) ·• : · It ·can be easily. seen thft the ratios of moment_ 
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· percentages to deflection percentag~s are very. close to a value 
of one, with a maximum relative deviation of 10.5% in interior· 
-
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1 beams atid of 7 ~-1% ·in. exterior beams. In addi ti°-n, thes,e figures .· 
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For the bridges· with curbs and parapets, Case (1,1,0) 
and Case (1,1,1) ·, the. comparis_ons of experimenta~ moment and 
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I is the moment of inertia of a reference box beam with 0 
respect to its horizontal centroidal axis, 
F.M.I. is the factor .of moment of inertia, defined as 
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Therefore, the center-to-center spac;i.ng of box beams is used as· 
the individual slab width for interior,beams, and edge-of-slab 
. to the first mid-spacing as the individual -slab width for ex- · 
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;smaller in interior beams. Therefore~ a complete set of suggested'.· - · 
values of Factor of Moment of Inertia is presented in Table 22. 
For convenience, these tabulated values are ~lso presented in 
Figs. 26 through 28. In these figures, the required values of 
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F.M.I. can·be read directly or by interpolation for different 
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4. Estimated Moment Percentages from Eq. 15 
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percentages of effectiveness of the parapets were not entirely 
· valid when the load was on lane 1. On the other hand, ,virtually 
identical results were obtained when the load was on lane 3. 
----This can be explained by the fact that the neutral axes in the 
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and the comparison· of estimated and. experimental moment percent-. I 
ages becomes that of experimen~al moment percentages and deflec-
' tion percenta·ges as discussed in Section 4.2.4. 
this comparison is given iri Tables 32 through 36. 
For convenience, 
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.Validity· and Limitations of .the Proposed Method 
Since the proposed method was developed by using the ... :. ... .'.:-1.,,··· .. ,' .• 
theoretical corre·ration between the ~ending moment distribution · 
and the cross-sectional deflections, all of the ~ssumptions made 
in Sections 2.2 and 5.1 should be·satisfied. It may be noted 
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some error in the computation of,the ex-
perimental moment percentages.9 
It was assumed .in this method that the 
bridge is homogeneous. Actually, the 
modulus of elasticity for the cast-in--
place slab, curbs, parapets, and dia-
.phragms is lower than that of the box· 
· · beams. This again, introduces certain 
.errors in estimating bending moments by 
· the proposed method. 
The neutral axes were asswned to be hor-
izontal and passing through the centroid 
of each beam-slab unit. This.condition 
was found to exist in all model tests, 
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. only when the :Load was on lane --;,3 • 
Thi.s method can be used to estimate 
the-- longitudinal bending 
. ... ~ 
moments • in 
box-beam bridges within the e·lastic 
range only. The transverse b'e nding ·- · 
moments ·and inelastic structural be~ ,i.:-· 
havior are -not d_e te_~~-:i. ned PY~~t~hi---:-. '--s~~==· ,~--·-~---~~='="==~==-=="'~___;a 
~ ,, . ,' . --~· .. , ------:,·· 
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method. 
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• The .charts proyid~d 1n 26, ~7, d ·: aQ.i -: ... ___ . -.-~.--:---·-· ---. _. _____ _ 
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those of the Pennsylvania Department of 
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Highways •2 For a bridge with different 
d~sign of ourb--and 'parapet, the--provided 
charts cannot be used. The true factors. 
.of moment of inertia should be calculated 
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the test resultsJonfirmed this conclusion. 
· 2. The test results consistently indicated full 
composite action between the slab and the 
·curb-sections, and some degree of composite 
action between curb and parapet sections • 
This degree of c9mposite action is believed· 
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to be one of the primary reasons for the 
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